A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO LEARNING THE SAX

The Blowout Sax
School London
at The Hampstead Jazz Club
YOU DON’T HAVE TO READ A NOTE OF MUSIC!
Mark Archer set up The Blowout Sax School in North Parade, Bath in an old tollhouse and over the past 30 years
has devised a completely original way of learning the saxophone which is fast, quick and enjoyable which opens music
up to anyone. The school has more than 150 sax students and is the most successful public saxophone school in
Europe. It is now expanding into London, teaming up with The Hampstead Jazz Club.
The Hampstead Jazz Club is one of the best new live music venues
in North London, hosting diverse talent, including emerging and
established musicians in an intimate setting. The Jazz Club is an
intimate space that has been designed with a great sound system
and offers the functionality for a variety of uses.
Starting in May 2019, the Jazz Club will host The Blowout Sax
School London for one to one sessions for all abilities.

FOR BEGINNERS THE KEY ASPECTS ARE:

• NO SAX REQUIRED - this opens the market to anyone of any
age and is an affordable way of letting anyone have a go!

• NO MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE - for the majority of potential
students, this is an enjoyable hobby, so rather than get bogged
down in reading dull notation this method can let anyone through
to... playing really quickly and having some fun.
• Mark is also an expert for those that need a fresh inspiration for
saxophonists at intermediate and advanced levels. He teaches a
wide range of styles using the Blowout Sax approach including Pop,
Reggae, Ska, Blues, Soul, Funk and House - initially learning from
the masters of these genres and then recording students showing
how to create their own original sax pieces.
• So book in now. Saturday 18th May 2019 sees the launch of
the ‘London - Blowout Sax School’, during the day, introductory
lessons will be available with Mark Archer
in person. Sessions will be available
from midday for 45 minutes.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF £60 FOR A SINGLE
PERSON AND £80 FOR A BUDDY RATE (TWO PEOPLE)
For more details and to book a place call Mark on 07866766133
or email at markarcher@blowoutsax.com
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